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A Review of Ihe Literature Related to

Family Therapy in the Black ComMunity.

Harriette McAdoo
Howard University,

y

Family therapy is Used a'nd intended to hèlp family members increase
0

th.eir strengths cif copingrollectively- wiih unusual stresses. However, the

very premises upon Which faily therapy is built, as it pertains to Black

families, may be falacious. In the process of defining the family therapy

modei;Ilt is necessary that the total Black denomination be Considered and

hot a fragmentiied version meantto represent the whgle. )A glance at
. .

currentliterature reveals a dependence upon-a misleading stereotyped'Black

family to form the basic hypotheses Upon which the studies are founded,

1

this results in fal impressions of thy(Black family picture.

J

The multifacet cultural dImensio s oArBlack'families are not fully

taken into account in literature used by family therapists-- To illustraie
Id

this deficiency I'd liketo.(l) review how Black families.in general have

been heretofore viewed in literature, (2) examine the.special stresses

faced by Blacks, at all financial levels, as they cope with racism and .

IP

differing econpmic status in their attempt'to maintain stability.while

moving up the economic and social ladders, (3) explore theories of social

mobility and the role that the extendeefamily structure pla.is in !hack A

0

families, and (4) begin to explore the practital .iMplicatith lp. of therapeutic

,--- .4kii

approach to social sciente research for the practitionerS.°

Though it is common knowledge to.many of us, I would like to give a

brief historical Overview of the treatment of,the Black family is it has

been shqmn in research and conceptual literatdke.
140
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Socialization is the process of adaption or conversion of an- -

individual's behavior to that which is acceptable to the syitems and

inStitutionS of:the community as defined.by his group (Inkles, 1965).

The socialized person is expected to behave in culturally approved ways,

accor4ding to the values of the major educational, economic, social,

political, and religious instiltions of his community. Each of these

institutiohs contributes to the previling value syStem through whith

behavior is accepted or not. The newborn child enters a pre-established

microcommunity to-which he must adapt. This microtommunity orfamilx is

the basic soctalizing influence wtth which he comes in contact. Within

thiS context-he is.prOvided with models for imitation of behavior'and with

goa0 and aspirations for what is considered to be'a productive life.
_

Although.the child's behatfior is molled by this microcommunity or family,

little attention'to these basicbehavior modifiers'is given in literature.

Net thisIsame literopre influences th theories, socia) servicepra'hfces

0 and therausupport programsVih_have irt4 Blgck families.

Much.research has been Conducted on Black fimilies, a large majority
.N)

.
of it concentrating oR:the 1.ow *income andflost oppresged Blacks, with an°

attempt to describe and analyze the pathology in the family. Recently,

scholars'have started to question the wisdom of,this concentration of

literature on only one segment of familieS' and individuals, which has

created the false impression that all Black.families are characterized by/

disintegration, instability, and pathology (Billingsley, 1968; Hill, 1971';J
McAdoo, 1975). This approach has perpetuated institutional.bi by

erroneously utilizing information from one segment of Black poJlaiQn to

about the Vital Black population.&scribe, explain, and make preaCtions

:
4
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Ladner.'s (1972) criticism of research conducted,by sociologists irr.

Black communities atso holds-trde for psychological and therapeutic

literature. A majoeity d -hese theorists are not Black and-have not been

a part of Black e unities;,nor have they understood the many components
. .

...
. e

of Black' tura] experience. Thus, their.descriptions are often incomplete :

an nsensitiv
1

to M11611 o he data pres'ented. thiany social scientistt, both
4 , -

-' Black ahd whitl, -feel that' be sensitive to, and.accurate, in, the'iriter-

pretation ef-family sociali ation data, ohemust have experienced the /

culture as children 04. as par nts.,

lo'have effective therapeUticapproaches, models must.be'sensitive

to the cultural group being helped. The models'selected are ofien based

- upon the conceptions of the:typical Black family as portrayed in the social
4

science research.and in popular Media.

illirigsley ,(198) presented four preconceptions often prdjeoted of

A
, the Black family by sqcial scienti'sts: The first is the tendency to

. .

. .

ignore the Black family unit, generally. The second is to focus almost'
.

. .

exclusively on the lowest income.geoup of Wack families. The.third
.-

tendency is to *dee the-majority of,stable Black families, and the prkt.r

Th
cesses_by which they move from one level to another. The.fourth tendency

is to view thepfamitit as'the causal factor of Black difficulties,

oblividus to the socioeconomic handicaps that are suffered by the family

-members,

1 Qual.ities that lend themselvet to Black family survival and supportive

therapies, such as extended families and flexibility of ex role's, were

( de-emphasized in professional writings-untii the late l96Ps, as they mainly

dealt with disorganization of Black communities.

ist

,
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initiated-a faultylarge-scale study ,of thecL
Jamily, where he-attempted to statistically validate prevailing asssumptions

"that the Black family was disorganized as a reiult of the negative aspects

of) the post-slivery perigd, urbanizationo and economic depravatio6. However,

nis main thesis was that "at the heart of the deterioration of`the fabric

of Negro society is the deterioration of the Negro family" (Moynihan,

1965). Moynihanlk,generalized indictmentvf all Black families caused

social scientists to critically analyze his conclusions. This resulted in

several Black researciers (Billingsley, 1968; -H1".11, 1971; Ladner, 1972;

Staples, 1971;.McAdoo, 1975) challenging the social scientists to give

systematic attention to the presence and function of the Black family unit.

These theorists have found that contrary to the disintegrated micrbcosm

portrayed by Moynihan, the typical Black family is one in which hdsband .

and wife are living together in an equalitarian relatidnship (Bernard, 1969;
,

Billingsley, 1968). U.S. Census data covering this same,period gives
..

s atistical credence tb the stability-of Black f4milies showing 75% of the

J/4amilies actually living together in two Tarent units (Hill, 1975).

The view that the poor positionof BlackS'is self-ihduced ind a,

natural outgrowth of family pathology has been compounded by the research.

methods used in studying Black families.and children. Research, focusing

Joh those of the lowest income-and ih greatest psychic distress reinfdrce

'the imprestion of instability and pathology being modal conditions in

.Blacks., These Misleading yiews have,contribUted to the difficulty one,
4

encounters when attempting to gather information about the fu ctionin
*
,Black family, and to examine.components of their coping style that have

contributed to the increase in social mobility.

6
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Functional-4s defined as having the resources-needed-to socialize

Black children to achieve, to Maintain a pogritive view of himself and his -

Iroup, while at the same time prompting economic and emotional survival,

along'With mobility for the total family. Case and emPirical studies -.

need to be designed to begin the proeess of providing data.on the charac-

teristics and patterns of Black families that document the increased

survival skills. Our concern on socializationlor competence in Black

. children must be viewed in the context of the total family experience.

4\
More and moreJamilies experience economic and often geographic changes,

',.causing stresses related to change that isjound in all families:. However,

tfie Black families have the added burdens of having to socialize their

.children to be able to effectively mviipulate a soc'ety that does,not

treinforce positive evaluations of their ethnic group. In addition to

having.to cope with the developmental crises faced by all families, the

continuing pressures of institutional and personal racism bear' heavily On

the family.

The reality of the existenCe o he stable Black family often calls

upon resources bexond those available in'the nuclear family. Imearlier,

and often more rural settings, the preirce of.an extended family structure,

a supportive church and community,provided these.resoUrces. Yet as many

families moved into more urban settings, and some into different economic

levels,.these supports wereVten missing, while life changes often bfought

greater stresses. Children were bein9 socialized by adylts who tHemseTves

w&e under' great stress with no supporting family structure. No comparable

resources were available'to help the family over the'transitionat crises

'.

1, /

so often found in these newer environments. The services.thativere

available are.not viewed as sympathetic to the minority ,experience. Rather
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= 'than-seek aid from an alien unfriendly_communjty -agency,. the Black family

turned ta their' minister. The idea of going to a stranger for .

ing these times of crisis was seldom considered. COmmunity

se vice were often not utilized until a conflict occurred with an'insti-

tuton ithin the wider corhmunity.

Therapists must be acutely aware of the strong functioning and-:

'interdependence of family members that exist in Black families, to a far

greater degree than in other majority groups. While the white-family may

(

utilize a community institution, the Black family turns to their own family

or extended family in time of crisis.
4 ,

The classical theoretical view of the potitive impact of the,Black%

ektended family, as interpreted by Billihgsley-and Hill, has been that

most Blacks have been able to achieve higher status because of the aid

given them by other members of the extended family. network. Members within

this.network may or.may not.be related y blood or marriage.. This view

sees ehat because of the lack of institutionalized societal support for
*.r

the addevement of Blacks;*the entire family and nonrel ives must,step,in

at crucial times to proviae support over and beyond t t no.rmally expected

as part of the soCializing functions of the families. The family is therefore

.624,

seen as a priority-setting mechanism in a soiety with few-priority criteria
A

(Billingsley, 1968; Hill, 19711.

One recufrent example .is a family in. which.the older 'Children leave.

school early to b4in working, while contributing tolthe educational

expenses of a younger child. In this manner, at_least one id receives

the emotional andiinancial support needed to achieve. Even after mar iage

and the arrival of children, the family4may provide substantial chtid ca
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to.allow this one person-to be able to achieve. Withomt thi.S arrangement

no one in the family would be able to rise above the,poverty level. The,

- success experienced as a result of the -cooperative effor't of the family

- is then:seen as being refledted ont the entiite-Tamily df.orientation.

A second thelorY-(Steck,.1975;AcQueen, 1:971) would interpret the above

family "situation somewhat differently. An emerging _view of this _type of
,

-

helping arrangement woyld point to factors not addressed by the first
q

thelry. It would see the saga of the fan0

effort that enabled,the one child to reaCh

achievement, but extending indefinitely by

y as not ending with the mutual

higher-education and social

means of ieciprocal expectliti

.based,on the obligations.of providing help in exchange for help receive

in the past. The educated sibling is ekpected to help his famil members

as he was aided. He must, therefore, to some extent, limit his pro essjonal

and soci.al upward movement. His physical, financial, and psychi,c resources,

are not abltito be solely,concentrated on his own profepssional development

or on his familY of pr creation: His resources must be kept open and

fluid to provide financial and emotional help ove the trials and frustrations

endured by members of his-flily of orientation, who are still in less

_fortunate circumstances.

The individual has two alterna es: he must either continue his

participation in the obligatory rec prddity stream,,or he must isolate

ilimself and his family of.procreationfrom his family, of oritentation. *

McQueen (1971) and Stack (197.1) seem to indicate that only by cutting
-ftw

himself off frOm'his family issthe BlacI of pOorer circumstances ableto

raisehimself to a- more stable level. This isolafion dogs not exclude casupl

visiting and joint holiday and ritual celebrations,. It also does.not exclude

9



support of-aging parents or occasional help. -It does mean that to some

degree, upwardly mobile Black makes an.emotional separation -f-r---o-m the

. draining ongoing everyday needs of his family pf orientation. This may

account forXome of the alienation antagonism that exists between

working and,Middle-class Bla s. This cial class division may be

stronger among Blacks than apparently is the case within white families.

Probably one of the greatest dilemmas facing the upwardly mobile group is

their relationship with Blacks.left behind. There is small wonder that
40-

upwardly mobile Blacks feel some guilt and ambivalence about fleeing to

better neighborhoods. This, isolation; whi,le a'crucial factor in,coping with

significant life changes that cause stress, jncreases the need for.supportive

therapythat must come from persons outside of the faMily sphere. Black's

newly arrived in the middle class or fighting to remain at working.clas

status are often too vulnerable economic.ally and psycholdgi lly to extend

,

theMselves very -fa r fromBlacks-who' have been left behind. There is

--additignal stress cau ed by both parents being employed ln'order to.staY

above the overty. line. !

B nging the Black family.to the point of accepting the famiiy theyapy

process has been particularly difficult. Most therapists have two difficult

hurtles: that of being whi4; and coming from the middle class." The

therapists dif culties are multiplied because-their trainirg was often

based upon faul literature. A transition is needed ,between'the mental

,health worker did lack

What thlipmilitilerapist needs is greater Utilization of the new
, .

c4 erists in the mental health fiejd whd hame'the practical.kn6wledge of

th .people augmented with current techniques of therapy. As with the health
I.

1 0
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associate who assists the phygician, or the Pa-ralegal person aiding.the

lawyer, the therapists nebd to make use of the new mental health worker.

Cohen (1974) felt that these new.careerists, with only their dsciciate

degrees, could serve . as a Itide and consultant to the Rrofessional,.who

may have the clinical skills but limited knowledge of miffority experiences:

Umbarger (1972) sees the newcareer movement_es pftviding (1) alClinical

fUnction needed to, relate to migority'grou2s:,() a therapeutic role that

may often be functioning autonomously, while (3) providing vocational

mobility for the layepractitioners. The use of new careerists may help

break down the resistance to,therapy that is often found in Black and

other groups. The'supportive roles of agencies, provided through indOidual

and conjoint therapy, will need to be.re-gvaluated in'light of our knowledge

of the cultural dimensions of therapeutic approaches.
0

Regardless of which theoretical vi one takes of the negative and/or

supporive rol6pf .the famiily kin help tern, the rcge of the exterided

family is UndergoinD change which,must be accurately reflected in lit ature.

There needs to be a.systematic approach.of acquirin9 the statistical d

that will explore the Black personality so thal, practitioners have.an

accurate picture with which to form theories.and treatment modalities. From

. more cri ically accuraterli fature comes a bdlter edu&ted therapist, Jr'

addition increased use4o.the'health aid careerist as gatalyst"will

prec.ipi ate better dialogue. While the needs are great, the services

availa le are often only used by the most prosperous, and society loses'

in general when family functioning is impaired without aid. .
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